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Brain structure, cognition, and brain age in schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder, and healthy controls
Saba Shahab1,2,3, Benoit H. Mulsant2,4,5,6, Melissa L. Levesque1,2, Navona Calarco1,2,5, Arash Nazeri 7, Anne L. Wheeler8,9,
George Foussias2,4,5,10, Tarek K. Rajji2,4,5,6 and Aristotle N. Voineskos1,2,4,5,6,10

Schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (BD) may be disorders of accelerated aging. Direct comparison of healthy aging populations
with schizophrenia and BD patients across the adult lifespan may help inform this theory. In total, 225 individuals (91 healthy
controls, 81 schizophrenia, 53 euthymic BD) underwent 3T T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging, diffusion tensor imaging, and
cognitive testing. We analyzed associations among age, diagnosis, and cognition with cortical thickness and fractional anisotropy
(FA) using general linear models. We then assessed “brain age” using a random forest algorithm, which was also assessed in an
independent sample (n= 147). Participants with schizophrenia had lower cortical thickness and FA compared with the other two
groups, most prominently in fronto-temporal circuitry. These brain changes were more evident in younger participants than in
older ones, yet were associated with cognitive performance independent of diagnosis. Predicted age was 8 years greater than
chronological age in individuals with schizophrenia in the first sample and 6 years greater in the second sample. Predicted and
chronological age were not different in BD. Differences in brain circuitry are present from illness onset most prominently in
schizophrenia and to a lesser extent in BD. These results support a non-progressive “early hit” hypothesis/etiology of illness in the
major psychoses. Brain age differences support the hypothesized early aging mechanism in schizophrenia but not in BD.
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INTRODUCTION
Converging evidence has accumulated suggesting that schizo-
phrenia and bipolar disorder (BD) may be disorders associated
with accelerated aging [1–3]. Individuals with schizophrenia and
BD have shortened life spans compared with healthy controls
(HC) [4, 5]. In the brain, alterations found in schizophrenia and
BD compared with HCs are very similar to those observed in
healthy aging [6–8]. Specifically, aging is associated with
decreased cortical thickness throughout the brain [9, 10], but
most notably in frontal and temporal cortices [11]. Likewise,
widespread reduction in cortical thickness, particularly in fronto-
temporal areas, is found in schizophrenia and BD compared with
HCs [5, 7, 8]. There is also a considerable literature on fractional
anisotropy (FA) changes in healthy aging [12–14]. Our group,
studying individuals 18–85 years of age, has found that younger
people with schizophrenia have low FA, similar to older people
with schizophrenia and older HCs, whereas younger HCs have
high FA [12]. Data from another group, using a different
approach in a cross-sectional sample, showed that aging
individuals with schizophrenia lose frontal white matter integrity
twice as fast as HCs [15]; however this study and most others
exploring age-related change in the major psychoses do not

typically include individuals in the final decades of the adult
lifespan.
Neural alterations in schizophrenia and BD appear to be

functionally relevant. Much work supports an association between
cognitive function and neurobiological alterations, particularly to
white matter [16–18]. Cognitive impairments in individuals with
schizophrenia and BD are similar to those seen in older controls
[5, 19]. Some studies suggest that the decline in cognitive function
with age may be accelerated in psychiatric disorders including
schizophrenia [20] and BD [5]. Alternatively, Fears and colleagues
have shown that the association between cognitive performance
and age is similar across diagnoses for some specific functions but
differs across diagnoses for others. Therefore, the relationships
among brain structure, cognitive performance, serious mental
illness, and aging require further disentanglement. Cognitive
variability has been shown to be captured by a single factor in
both schizophrenia and BD [21, 22]. There also remains some
debate regarding altered neurodevelopmental versus (early)
neurodegenerative trajectories of the major psychoses (i.e., “an
early hit” versus an accelerated aging mechanism), especially in
schizophrenia. An early hit non-progressive mechanism would
involve an initial change in cognitive performance and brain
structure that either stays the same throughout the remaining life
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of an individual or changes at the same rate that the measure
changes in a healthy individual. Conversely, accelerated aging
would mean that the cognitive performance and structural
changes are worsening at a rate that is significantly higher than
the rate at which these measures are changing in a healthy
population. Differences in older adults would be reduced or stay
the same as the differences in younger adults if the first
mechanism were in play. If accelerated aging was observed,
differences in brain structure and cognitive performance would be
larger in the older adult groups than the younger groups.

OBJECTIVE
Our objectives were to: (1) investigate differences in brain
structure (cortical thickness and white matter FA) in relation to
age and diagnosis; (2) assess the association between cognitive
performance and brain structure across HCs and individuals with
schizophrenia and BD; and (3) compare the difference between
predicted and chronological age in the same three groups. We
hypothesized that cortical thickness and FA would be lower in
fronto-temporal regions in both individuals with schizophrenia
and BD compared with HCs. Cognitive deficits in BD have been
shown to be less prominent than those seen in schizophrenia
[23, 24], thus we expect that BD would demonstrate a neural
phenotype intermediate between HCs and schizophrenia. We also
expected a significant relationship between brain structure and
cognitive performance independent of diagnosis. Finally, we
hypothesized that the difference between brain age and
chronological age would be greater in individuals with schizo-
phrenia and BD than in HCs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Two samples were recruited. The first sample comprised
225 participants: 91 HCs, 81 clinically stable outpatients with a
schizophrenia spectrum disorder (SSD, i.e. schizophrenia, schi-
zoaffective disorder, schizophreniform disorder, or psychotic
disorder not otherwise specified), and 53 euthymic outpatients
with bipolar disorder (45 BD I, 8 BD II), both with and without a
history of psychosis when ill, across the adult lifespan (18–
83 years) who were recruited and underwent clinical assessments
and 3T neuroimaging at the Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health (CAMH) in Toronto, Canada. The second sample comprised
147 participants (80 HCs and 67 schizophrenia outpatients) who
were recruited and underwent clinical assessments at CAMH and
1.5T neuroimaging at Toronto General Hospital, Toronto, Canada.
Exclusion criteria for both samples were intelligence quotient < 70
as estimated by the Wechsler Test for Adult Reading (WTAR) [25],
substance dependence or abuse reported or indicated by a urine
toxicology screen, head trauma with loss of consciousness,
neurological disorders, and any magnetic resonance imaging
contraindications. Individuals with schizophrenia were clinically
stable as determined by no medication change within the past
month, and individuals with BD were determined as euthymic
based on scores on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D)
[26] by a score of ≤ 17 and Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) [27]
by a score of ≤ 10. A first degree relative with a primary psychotic
disorder was also an exclusion criterion for HCs. The study
protocols were approved by the appropriate ethics committees
and all participants provided written informed consent.

Demographic and clinical measures
Socio-demographic information was collected for all participants
including age, sex, handedness, years of education, and parental
education. All participants completed the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV-TR Axis I Disorders [28]. Participants
with schizophrenia and BD were assessed for age of onset,

medication use, and symptom severity. Age of onset and
medication use were self-reported and verified using medical
records when necessary, and antipsychotic daily doses were
converted to chlorpromazine equivalents. Symptom severity was
characterized by either the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale
(PANSS) [29] or Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) [30] in
participants with schizophrenia (those who received the BPRS also
received the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms
(SANS) [31]), and in participants with BD using the HAM-D and
YMRS.

Neurocognitive assessment
The first sample underwent cognitive testing using assessments
from the MATRICS Consensus Cognitive Battery [32, 33]. We did
not test participants on the MATRICS’ MSCEIT, as participants were
tested on a more extensive social cognitive battery (not analyzed
here). In addition, we tested participants on Trails Making Test:
Part B [34] to enhance assessment of executive function.

Image acquisition
In the first sample, structural and diffusion images were acquired
on a 3T Discovery MR750 system (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI)
with an eight-channel head coil. In the first sample, T1-weighted
anatomical images were acquired using a 3D inversion-prepared
fast spoiled gradient-recalled echo acquisition, FSPGR-BRAVO (TE/
TR= 3/6.7 ms) with an isotropic voxel size of 0.9 mm3. Diffusion-
weighted data were acquired using an echo planar sequence with
diffusion gradients applied in 60 non-collinear directions and b=
1000 s/mm2. Five b0 images were obtained. Additional protocol
details including image acquisition for the second sample are
available in the Supplementary section.

Image analysis
For both samples, T1-weighted images were submitted to the
CIVET pipeline (version 1.1.10, Montreal Neurological Institute) to
generate cortical thickness models [35], and the R package “mni.
cortical.statistics” (Brain Imaging Centre, Montreal Neurological
Institute) was used for cortical thickness analyses. Diffusion images
were preprocessed using FMRIB’s Software Library (FSL,
www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk) and were then submitted to FSL’s TBSS and
non-parametric permutation-based analysis Randomize [36]. For
the age prediction analysis, averaged cortical thickness and FA
values were extracted for regions of interest. The AAL atlas was
used to obtain averaged cortical thickness for 78 brain regions [37]
and the ENIGMA-DTI pipeline (http://enigma.ini.usc.edu/ongoing/
dti-working-group/) [38] was used to obtain averaged FA for
38 regions defined in the Johns Hopkins University DTI atlas
in ICBM space (ICBM-DTI-81 white matter labels atlas) [39].
Additional image analysis details are available in the Supplemen-
tary section.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Analysis 1: cortical thickness and white matter FA
We used a general linear model to compare both cortical
thickness and white matter FA across diagnostic groups. Maps
of t-statistics for group effects on cortical thickness at each vertex
and FA at each voxel were then projected onto average templates,
identifying areas where cortical thickness or FA were significantly
different across groups. This statistical threshold was corrected for
multiple comparisons using a 5% false discovery rate (FDR)
correction for cortical thickness, and family-wise error rate (FWE)
for FA. We further separated diagnostic groups according to age
(“young” < 50 years and “old” ≥50 years). To test for differences in
cortical thickness and FA, we used a two-tailed univariate F-test to
compare cortical thickness and FA across all groups, with sex and
parental education as covariates. This was followed by post hoc
pairwise voxel-wise comparisons across groups.
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Analysis 2: association between cognitive performance and brain
structure
Given the large body of evidence of one or two factors
explaining the majority of the variance in cognitive function in
healthy subjects [40–43] as well as in individuals with schizo-
phrenia and BD [21, 22], we chose to perform principal
component analysis (PCA) as a data reduction step to reduce
multiple comparisons. We then used a general linear model to
assess whether the principal component factor scores were
associated with cortical thickness and/or FA, controlling for sex,
age, and parental education in all participants collapsed
together, as well as separately within each diagnosis. To correct
for multiple comparisons, a 5% FDR correction was used for
cortical thickness and FWE was used for FA.

Analysis 3: predicted age versus chronological age
To predict age in the first sample using neuroimaging
and neurocognitive performance measures, we trained a
random forest algorithm [44] as implemented in the R
package randomForest (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/
randomForest/randomForest.pdf). The code can be found at
https://github.com/navonacalarco/brainAge. We trained our model
using 50 HCs, 125 features (cortical thickness in 78 regions, FA in
38 regions, and 9 cognitive performance scores), and a forest size
of 10,000 trees. The model was tested on 175 participants (41 HCs,
81 schizophrenia, 53 BD), none of whom overlapped with the
training data set. The difference between predicted brain age and
chronological age was calculated and was tested for significance
using a two-tailed one-sample t-test. The age delta was compared
across diagnostic categories using a two-tailed F-test with post
hoc t-tests. We also used average mean squared error to
determine which features were most important to prediction.
We repeated this analysis in the second sample, using only
neuroimaging features (cortical thickness in 78 regions and FA in
38 regions). The training dataset for the second sample was
composed of 50 HCs, and the model was tested on 97 non-
overlapping participants (30 HCs, 67 schizophrenia). The healthy
control group in both samples was randomly divided into the
training and testing set. The training and test sets were examined
for any difference in age, sex, or age range.

RESULTS
Participant characteristics
Socio-demographic characteristics of the first sample are shown
in Table 1 (cognitive and clinical characteristics are shown
in Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Table 2). There
were significant differences between diagnostic groups in education
(F(2,221)= 17.03, p < 0.001), with BD and HC participants reporting
higher education than those with schizophrenia; parental education
(F(2,168)= 4.02, p= 0.02), with HC participants reporting higher
parental education than those with schizophrenia; and
chlorpromazine-equivalent antipsychotic dose (t(132)=−3.11, p=
0.002), with participants with schizophrenia more heavily medicated
than those with BD. We assessed whether chlorpromazine
equivalents were associated with cortical thickness or FA in
participants with schizophrenia and BD: there were no significant
associations after multiple comparison correction. In all, 64% of
patients with BD had psychotic features when ill.

Brain structure
Cortical thickness. Cortical thickness differed between the six
groups throughout the brain (F(5,195)= 24.12, p < 0.001) (Fig. 1A),
particularly in the frontal cortex and cortical midline regions. In
post hoc pairwise comparisons (Fig. 2A), cortical thickness was
significantly decreased in younger participants with schizophrenia
compared to both younger BD (t(72)= 6.86, p < 0.001) and HCs
(t(100)=−3.90, p < 0.001). No cortical thickness differences were
found between HCs and BD. In older participants, few differences
were found across diagnostic categories with small effect sizes, as
seen in Fig. 2A. All reported results survived multiple comparison
correction at the voxel level.

FA. FA differed among groups (Fig. 1B), mainly in the body
(F(5,173)= 13.30, p < 0.001) and splenium (F(5,173)= 13.28, p <
0.001) of the corpus callosum, left (F(5,173)= 12.54, p < 0.001) and
right (F(5,173)= 10.95, p < 0.001) cerebral peduncles, left (F(5,173)=
11.11, p < 0.001) and right (F(5,173)= 12.86, p < 0.001) superior
corona radiata, and the left (F(5,173)= 8.09, p < 0.001) and right
(F(5,173)= 9.31, p < 0.001) posterior limb of the internal capsule.
Post hoc pairwise comparisons (Fig. 3A) showed significantly lower
voxel-wise FA in younger participants with schizophrenia compared

Table 1. Socio-demographic participant characteristics (sample 1)

HC
young

HC old SSD
young

SSD old BD young BD old Statistic p Post hoc

Sex (F:M) 30:27 23:11 24:35 9:13 13:18 12:10 8.12 0.15a –

Handedness (L:R) 3:53 2:32 5:51 3:18 0:31 2:20 4.92 0.43a –

Age (M, SD) 27.25
(7.67)

65.74
(8.99)

33.10
(8.58)

64.18
(8.52)

27.10
(6.01)

62.68
(8.02)

Young:10.26
Old: 0.86

Young: <
0.001b

Old:0.43b

SSD young > HC young=
BD young

Age range 18–47 50–82 18–49 50–81 20–42 50–83 – – –

Age of onset
(M, SD)

– – 21.83
(5.73)

24.35
(10.03)

19.57
(5.25)

32.95
(15.85)

10.71 <0.001b BD old > BD young=
SSD young= SSD old

Education (M, SD) 15.75
(1.91)

15.00
(2.32)

13.34
(2.16)

13.91
(3.19)

14.16
(1.77)

15.73
(2.03)

9.07 <0.001b HC young > SSD young=
SSD old= BD young;
HC old > SSD young;
BD old > SSD young=
SSD old

Parental
education (M, SD)

15.98
(2.70)

15.00
(2.32)

14.75
(2.97)

13.73
(3.70)

14.39
(4.76)

14.00
(4.81)

2.08 0.07b –

Diagnoses: HC= healthy control, SSD= schizophrenia, BD= bipolar disorder
M mean, SD standard deviation, F female, Mmale, L left, R right
Age groups: young < 50 years, old ≥ 50 years
areports χ2 statistic
breports F value
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with both younger HCs and BD participants, but there were no
differences between HCs and BD. In older participants, there were
few differences in white matter between diagnostic groups. All
reported results survived multiple comparison correction at the
voxel level. Detailed results for post hoc analyses are available in
the Supplementary section.

Brain structure and cognitive performance
We included 214 subjects out of 225 in the PCA. Cognitive data
were not available for the remaining 11 subjects. Our neurocog-
nitive data loaded onto two significant factors, with the BACS
Symbol Coding, CPT-IP, WMS-III: Spatial Span, Letter-Number Span,
Letter-Number Span, HVLT-R, BVMT-R, and NAB Mazes, loading
onto PC1 (43.87% of variance explained), and the Trails Making
Test: Part A and Trails Making Test: Part B loading onto PC2
(11.72% of variance explained) (See Supplementary section for
details, including Supplementary Figure 1).
In the entire sample, when controlling for sex, age, and parental

education, we found that the PC1 cognitive score was significantly

associated with cortical thickness in the inferior temporal gyrus in
the right hemisphere (r(189)= 0.34, p < 0.001), the left (r(189)=
0.34, p < 0.001) and right (r(189)= 0.33, p < 0.001) superior frontal
gyrus, left (r(189)= 0.28, p < 0.001) and right (r(189)= 0.35, p <
0.001) inferior frontal gyrus, left (r(189)= 0.28, p < 0.001) and right
(r(189)= 0.29, p < 0.001) superior temporal gyrus, left (r(189)=
0.23, p < 0.001) and right (r(189)= 0.28, p < 0.001) middle
temporal gyrus, and the left (r(189)= 0.18, p= 0.007) and right
(r(189)= 0.24, p < 0.001) inferior parietal lobule (Fig. 2B). The
PC1 score was also significantly and positively associated with FA
in the splenium (r(178)= 0.30, p < 0.001) and body of the corpus
callosum (r(178)= 0.30, p < 0.001) followed by the left (r(178)=
0.24, p < 0.001) and right (r(178)= 0.30, p < 0.001) anterior corona
radiata, left (r(178)= 0.28, p < 0.001) and right (r(178)= 0.28, p <
0.001) anterior limb of the internal capsule, the fornix (r(178)=
0.19, p= 0.007), and the right (r(178)= 0.13, p= 0.04) superior
longitudinal fasciculus (Fig. 3B). When the relationships between
the PC1 cognitive score and brain measures (cortical thickness and
FA) were analyzed separately for each diagnostic group, no

Fig. 1 Group differences in a cortical thickness and b fractional anisotropy, controlling for sex and parental education. a Mean brain-wide
cortical thickness differences after controlling for sex and parental education, following an F-test (F(5,195)= 24.12, p < 0.001), displayed by
group, showing that older individuals have the lowest cortical thickness, followed by younger people with schizophrenia. b Mean differences
in a number of white matter tracts, using FA as the diffusion metric controlling for sex and parental education, following an F-test (F(5,173)=
12.01, p < 0.001), closely mirroring cortical thickness results. Unlike mean cortical thickness, no difference was seen in mean FA between
SSD young and BD young participants. Legend. Diagnoses: HC= healthy control, SSD= schizophrenia spectrum disorder, BD= bipolar
disorder. White matter tracts: SCC= splenium of the corpus callosum, BCC= body of the corpus callosum, SCR= superior corona radiata,
CP= cerebral peduncles, PLIC= posterior limb of the internal capsule. Age groups: young < 50 years, old ≥ 50 years. The color scale shows
(a) FDR-corrected and b FWE-corrected p values < 0.05
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significant associations were observed. No associations between
PC2 and brain measures were observed. All reported results
survived multiple comparison correction at the voxel level.

Predicted age versus chronological age
In the first sample, the random forest analysis revealed that the delta
of predicted and chronological age for HCs was 0.67 years (SE=±
2.30), BD participants 0.14 years (SE= ± 2.33), and schizophrenia
participants 7.8 years (SE=± 1.62) (Fig. 4A). These deltas differed
significantly across groups (F(2,172)= 9.94, p < 0.001), with post hoc
t-tests showing the schizophrenia group delta to be larger than that
of HCs (t(120)=−3.27, p= 0.001) and BD (t(132)=−3.73, p < 0.001).
Interestingly, we found that HCs and BD participants were
statistically equivalent in their predicted age. There was no
significant difference (t(51)= 1.11, p= 0.27) in age gap between
BD patients who had psychosis when ill (delta= 0.76 years, SE=±
1.06) compared with those who did not (delta=−1.77 years, SE=±
2.41). Predicted and chronological age differed significantly in
schizophrenia (t(80)= 4.98, p < 0.001) but not in HCs (t(40)=−0.35,
p= 0.73) and BD (t(52)=−0.13, p= 0.90) participants. Regions most
associated with age delta were cortical thickness in the bilateral
Heschl’s gyrus, left rolandic operculum, and left insula, and FA in the
left anterior corona radiata and left posterior thalamic radiation. The
algorithm performed similarly whether we included the nine
cognitive scores or PC1 as training features.
In the second sample, results were generally congruent with

those of the first sample (Fig. 4B; see Supplementary Table 3 for a
summary of socio-demographic and clinical characteristics).
Individuals with schizophrenia demonstrated a difference
between predicted and chronological age of 6.12 years (SE= ±
1.99), whereas HCs showed a difference of only 1.80 years (SE= ±
2.83), and these deltas were significantly different between groups
(t(95)=−2.83, p= 0.005). Predicted and chronological age
differed significantly in schizophrenia (t(132)=−2.18, p= 0.03)
but not in HCs (t(54.19)= 0.39, p= 0.70). Although most of the top
regions-of-interest identified in sample 1 were situated in the left
temporal and insular cortices, in the second sample, regions
identified as the most important for prediction were found in the

frontal and parietal lobes of the left hemisphere: left paracentral
lobule, left angular gyrus, left rectus gyrus, left middle frontal
gyrus (orbital part), left stria terminalis of the fornix, left precuneus,
and left superior frontal gyrus (medial orbital). No differences were
observed between the training and test sets in age, sex, or age
range in both samples.

DISCUSSION
We assessed the association of age, diagnosis, cognitive
performance, and cortical thickness and white matter microstruc-
ture (FA) in younger (<50 years) and older (≥ 50 years) HCs and
individuals with schizophrenia or BD. We also tested whether
brain age, compared with chronological age, is different amongst
schizophrenia and BD groups compared with HCs. Overall, we
found significant differences across the age and diagnostic
groups. Young participants with schizophrenia showed decreased
cortical thickness and FA compared with young HCs and BD;
diagnostic group differences were much less prominent in older
individuals. This suggests that reductions in cortical thickness in
brain structure occur early in individuals with schizophrenia. We
also found an association between brain structure and cognitive
performance independent of diagnosis, which supports the
relevance of brain structure alterations for functionality. Finally,
we found that predicted brain age, in comparison to chronological
age, was approximately 8 years greater in participants with
schizophrenia, supporting the hypothesis of early brain aging in
individuals with schizophrenia, but not BD.
We view early hit non-progressive and accelerated aging

mechanisms as inter-related, because our data suggest that the
“accelerated aging” occurs very early in the disease course and
then aging (or age-related changes) seem relatively equivalent
whether in HCs or in those with severe mental illness (i.e.,
schizophrenia and BD). Therefore, the hit is early, and we believe
that the accelerated aging likely occurs during that period,
resulting in deterioration of brain structure and cognitive
performance. However, during the remainder of the lifespan, it
appears that the disease is non-progressive.

Fig. 2 a Significant post hoc differences in cortical thickness between diagnostic groups after controlling for sex and parental education.
b Cortical thickness is positively associated with PC1 scores after controlling for sex, parental education, and age. a In younger subjects,
schizophrenia participants show reduced cortical thickness compared with those with BD and HCs in fronto-temporal cortex, and cortical
midline regions. In older subjects, schizophrenia participants show reduced cortical thickness compared to HCs again in fronto-temporal
regions. Only significant results are shown: no differences between the HCs and BD groups were found. b The entire sample (comprising HCs
and participants with schizophrenia or BD) was included in this analysis. Associations of cortical thickness with PC1 score from the
neurocognitive battery demonstrating associations with superior and inferior frontal, superior, middle, and inferior temporal regions, and the
inferior parietal lobule. Legend. Diagnoses: HC= healthy control, SSD= schizophrenia spectrum disorder, BD= bipolar disorder. Age groups:
young < 50 years, old ≥ 50 years. The color scale shows FDR-corrected p values < 0.05
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Differences in cortical thickness and FA associated with age and
diagnosis support and extend the results of a series of previous
studies that found decreases in cortical thickness and FA with age
[9, 10, 12] and in individuals with schizophrenia and BD compared
with HCs [8, 12, 19]. Brain structure alterations observed in the
present study were particularly prominent in fronto-temporal
regions, as found in previous studies [11]. Furthermore, we
replicated some of our previous findings showing decreased FA
in specific white matter tracts in younger individuals with
schizophrenia compared with HCs, but minimal differences in
older groups [12]. A recent study showed rapid gray matter loss in
schizophrenia before the age of 45, with a steady decline in white
matter FA after the age of 35 [45]. Although our cortical thickness
results support this finding (greater difference in the young group
compared with the old group), our FA results contradict the
findings of this study (greater difference in the young group
compared with the old group). This discrepancy in findings may be
explained by the difference in the age cutoffs for gray matter and
white matter changes. The age when gray matter changes stabilize
is much closer to our age group cutoff of 50 years. In addition,
Cropley and colleagues (2017) did not observe any participants > 65
years of age. Our current results extend prior work by including
participants throughout the entire adult lifespan (i.e., age 18 to mid
80s) and by including HCs and people with schizophrenia and BD.
Taken together, these and our prior results suggest that schizo-
phrenia is associated with alterations in both cortical thickness and
FA, and that BD brain structure, although perhaps intermediate
between HCs and schizophrenia, is closer to HCs than schizo-
phrenia. Cortical thickness and white matter FA were significantly
lower in participants with schizophrenia compared with BD, but
contrary to previous studies [8, 46], we did not find significant
differences in brain structure between HCs and individuals with BD
and thus our results do not support the presence of accelerated
aging in the brain of participants with BD. This may be owing to the
fact that our BD participants were euthymic at the time of scanning
and thus are treatment responsive.

Regarding cognitive performance, our results suggest that
relationships between brain structure and cognitive performance
are independent of diagnosis. The results of previous studies are
mixed, with some studies finding brain–cognition associations to
differ across diagnostic groups [47] and others finding similar
associations across groups [48]. Inconsistencies may be owing to
the specific measures of cognitive function and brain structure
used in different studies. If we had looked at each cognitive
performance score separately (instead of performing a principal
component analysis), we may have found differences across
groups in regard to specific cognitive domains.
Our finding that the brains of individuals with schizophrenia

appear over 8 years older than their chronological age is quite
striking, and is greater than the extent of accelerated aging
reported in the majority of studies in the literature. Using support
vector regression, Koutsouleris et al. [49] compared people with
schizophrenia, major depressive disorder, and borderline person-
ality disorder, with high-risk individuals, and found that those with
schizophrenia demonstrated the greatest brain age compared
with the other groups, with an increase in brain age of 5.5 years in
schizophrenia. Using the same support vector regression method,
Schnack and colleagues [50] found that individuals with schizo-
phrenia demonstrated an average difference of 5.5 years between
brain and chronological age. Using relevance vector regression,
Nenadić and colleagues [51] found that individuals with schizo-
phrenia demonstrated an increased brain age of 2.56 years
compared with HCs and bipolar I, and there was no difference
between HCs and BD. Another recent study used gradient
boosting machines and showed a 3.9 year gap between brain
age and chronological age in individuals with schizophrenia and a
gap of 2 years in those with BD [52]. Similarly, Hajek et al. [53] used
relevance vector regression and showed an increased brain age of
8.79 years in first-episode schizophrenia compared with HCs, and
no difference between HCs and BD. Our finding of an 8-year
acceleration in schizophrenia may be attributable to an improved
model deriving from a large age range (18–83 years), or that our

Fig. 3 a Significant post hoc differences in white matter FA between diagnostic groups after controlling for sex and parental education. b FA
of the white matter tracts are positively associated with PC1 scores, after controlling for sex, parental education, and age. a The group-wise
pattern in white matter FA comparisons is similar to cortical thickness comparisons shown in 2 A. Only significant results are shown: no
differences between HCs and participants with BD were found. b The entire sample (comprising HCs and participants with schizophrenia or
BD) was included in this analysis. Associations of white matter FA with PC1 score demonstrating relationships of cognitive scores with FA of
key fronto-temporal (e.g., superior longitudinal fasciculus) and interhemispheric (e.g., corpus callosum) tracts. Legend: Diagnoses: HC=
healthy control, SSD= schizophrenia spectrum disorder, BD= bipolar disorder. White matter tracts: FA= fractional anisotropy, GCC= genu of
the corpus callosum, BCC= body of the corpus callosum, SCC= splenium of the corpus callosum, ALIC= anterior limb of the internal capsule,
PLIC= posterior limb of the internal capsule, RLIC= retrolenticular limb of internal capsule, ACR= anterior corona radiata, PCR= posterior
corona radiata, SCR= superior corona radiata, SLF= superior longitudinal fasciculus, EC= external capsule, PTR= posterior thalamic
radiation. Age groups: young < 50 years, old ≥ 50 years. The color scale shows FWE-corrected p values < 0.05
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features included both gray matter and white matter measure-
ments as well as cognitive performance scores. Overall, our study
and prior studies suggest that brain age differs from chronological
age, and that difference may be more marked in people with
severe mental illness. Given that recent research also suggests
that older brain-predicted age in healthy individuals is associated
with behaviors and physiological changes that are observed with
typical aging [54], this marked difference in brain age and
chronological age may represent a feature of mental illness and
constitute a potential target for treatment.
Our findings should be considered in light of some limitations.

First, although our overall sample was reasonably large for a
neuroimaging study, the size of groups categorized by diagnosis
and age were small, and this may have precluded detection of
some associations. The sample size was larger for the younger
diagnostic groups compared with all three older groups. Thus, the
power to detect a difference among the younger groups was
greater than that in the older groups, which may explain why we
observed fewer statistically significant differences among the
older diagnostic groups. Second, though we assessed if brain
structure was associated with current medication exposure, it
would have been more precise to consider the cumulative
exposure of antipsychotics. Longitudinal prospective studies
following individuals from their first episode of psychosis through
the progression of their illness will be necessary to address this
question with confidence. In addition, as global thickness has
been shown to be related to cognitive performance [55], assessing
the relationship between relative thickness and cognitive perfor-
mance will help further elucidate the relationship between cortical
thickness deficits and cognition in schizophrenia and BD.
We have previously examined younger and older groups of HC

and people with schizophrenia [56–58]. We have also examined

people with BD using 50 as the age cutoff [59]. In other studies, we
have modeled age as a continuous variable [60]. An age cutoff
into two groups provides a simpler heuristic, and leads us to
conclusions consistent with our prior work, i.e., that differences are
most apparent earlier in the lifespan, and less apparent later in the
lifespan. Similarly age-related brain change appears to occur early
in mental illness, and does not seem to be occurring in later-life in
a manner more prominent than that seen in HC. In summary, our
results support an “early hit”, neurodevelopmental, non-
progressive mechanism for both schizophrenia and BD, and a
mechanism of early aging in schizophrenia, but not to the same
degree in BD. Future studies will be necessary to assess potential
mediators of this early aging and identify specific causative
mechanisms.
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